Ford considers presidency campaign

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Former President Gerald R. Ford says that Ronald Reagan cannot win the presidency because he is too conservative and that he would himself become a candidate if offered a "broad-based" invitation from the Republican Party.

Ford said that he would make up his mind about entering the presidential race by about April 1.

Reagan and George Bush, on the Republican campaign trail in Massachusetts, both invited Ford to join the fray.

The former president said he had received a growing number of requests that he become a candidate, but he was not yet convinced they represented a "truly broad-based" feeling in the GOP.

"If there was an honest-to-goodness, bona-fide urging by a broad-based group in my party, I would respond," Ford said. "As of today, the party hasn't asked me."

Ford, who succeeded Richard M. Nixon as president in 1974 and lost a bid for election in 1976, said that if Reagan, former governor of California, won a number of the four primaries in the south this month and continued with a victory in the Illinois primary March 18, then "it would be a tough ball game for anybody else to prevail."

But Ford quickly added, "Every place I go and everything I hear, there is the growing sentiment that Governor Reagan cannot win the election."

"I tell them, 'I hear more and more often that we don't want, can't afford to have a replay of 1964,' " when Sen. Barry Goldwater of Arizona, the conservative Republican, was perceived as a most conservative Republican."n

Ford's remarks were confirmed by his executive assistant, Bob Barrett.

Interviewed at his retirement home at Rancho Mirage, Calif., Ford said that if Reagan, former governor of California, won a number of the four primaries in the south this month and continued with a victory in the Illinois primary March 18, then "it would be a tough ball game for anybody else to prevail."

But Ford quickly added, "Every place I go and everything I hear, there is the growing sentiment that Governor Reagan cannot win the election."

"I tell them, 'I hear more and more often that we don't want, can't afford to have a replay of 1964,' " when Sen. Barry Goldwater of Arizona, the conservative Republican, was perceived as a most conservative Republican.

"A very conservative Republican," he said, "can't win in a national election.

(continued on page 5)
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Irish hockey fans show support

The Ladies of Notre Dame sponsored a puppet show yesterday at 2:00 p.m. in the Library Auditorium. (photo by RJD)

Leftist militants free five Embassy hostages

BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) - Leftist militants holding the Dominican Republic Embassy freed five of their estimated 4,000 hostages yesterday after one of their negotiators met for the first time with a Colombian government official.

The initial talks lasted 90 minutes and a diplomat said no further meetings were scheduled yesterday with the militants, whose demands include a $50 million ransom, release of 311 prisoners and safe conduct abroad.

A total of 20 diplomats in­cluding Ambassador Diego C. Asencio and 14 other ambassadors or acting ambas­sadors, are among the 36 or so remaining hostages, according to a French embassy deputy director of the U.S. State Department's anti-terrorist office. He said the U.S. Embassy and Colom­bian Foreign Ministry had compiled the list of diplomats working at the embassy when the guerrillas seized it.

Ford quickly added, "Every­where I go and everywhere I hear, there is the growing sentiment that Governor Reagan cannot win the election."

"I tell them, 'I hear more and more often that we don't want, can't afford to have a replay of 1964,' " when Sen. Barry Goldwater of Arizona, the conservative Republican, was perceived as a most conservative Republican.

"A very conservative Republican," he said, "can't win in a national election.

(continued on page 5)

Collect signatures

Irish hockey fans show support

There were less than 300 tickets left unsold after Friday's hockey game, and a sellout crowd attended Saturday's game to show their support for the Notre Dame hockey team.

Almost 200 Dillon Hall residents alone attended Friday's game to show their support.

The Blue Line Club, an organization supporting hockey, collected signatures at the weekend games in the hope of keeping hockey at Notre Dame.

According to Mrs. Thelma Hessling, president of the Blue Line Club, 400 signatures were collected over the weekend. "We feel that this is a good amount, considering the fact that we only collected between periods," Hessling said.

One supporter, who signed the petition, noted that hockey is one of the few sports at Notre Dame that has available tickets. "Hockey is one of the few sports that I can get tickets for here," she said. "I attend the games regularly because hockey is a good, clean sport. You hardly ever see trouble at a Notre Dame hockey game."

Many of the spectators who signed the petition feared that if hockey is discontinued at Notre Dame, the ice will be taken out of the rink and possibly be replaced by volleyball courts.

There was also concern for the high school students who use the ice. Many felt that if Notre Dame hockey fails, the Michiana High School Hockey League will fail also.

The Indiana Youth Hockey League of boys ages eight in 1976 against Jimmy Carter, made his comments about the 1980 campaign in an interview published yesterday by The New York Times. Ford's remarks were confirmed by his executive assistant, Bob Barrett.

Interviewed at his retirement home at Ranch Mirage, Calif., Ford said that if Reagan, former governor of California, won a number of the four primaries in the south this month and continued with a victory in the Illinois primary March 18, then "it would be a tough ball game for anybody else to prevail."

But Ford quickly added, "Every place I go and everything I hear, there is the growing sentiment that Governor Reagan cannot win the election."

"I tell them, 'I hear more and more often that we don't want, can't afford to have a replay of 1964,' " when Sen. Barry Goldwater of Arizona, the conservative Republican, was perceived as a most conservative Republican.

"A very conservative Republican," he said, "can't win in a national election.

(continued on page 5)
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Mullaney selects Editorial Board

Mark Rust, a junior from Ridgewood, N.J., is a senior staff reporter. She has also worked in the production department. Sophomore John Macor, from Martinsville, N.J., has the position of night editor.

Margie Evans, current production manager, will fill the position of associate editor. Sophomore John McManus, from Martinsville, N.J., has the position of night editor.

The five hostages set free yesterday at 2:00 p.m. in the Library Auditorium. (photo by RJD)
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SAFETY NOTICE: Don't get caught in the cold this winter! Keep your home warm and your energy bills low by making sure your insulation is in good condition. Check for drafts and consider upgrading to more efficient windows and doors. Winter weather can be cruel, so take care of your home now to avoid any discomfort during the season. Happy Holidays from your friends at SafeHome.
Richard Celeste, current director of the Peace Corps, spoke before a sparse but receptive audience in the Library Auditorium on Friday night.

Celeste pointed out that the Peace Corps is just as relevant as it was 30 years ago. "There are an even greater number of people in today's world who suffer from hunger, ill-housing, insufficient income, and health problems," he said.

According to Celeste, the goals of the Peace Corps have remained constant: 1) to build vital skills among developing countries; 2) to represent the American people in the developing world; and 3) to represent the house cultures of the host countries to the people of the United States.

Right now we have 6,000 volunteers from virtually every age group in a variety of 60 different countries. Celeste noted.

"Peace Corps volunteers learn to communicate across cultures. It is no accident that two of the first native talkers (those who speak Faroese, Iran's national language) among the hostages in Teheran are former Peace Corps volunteers," he noted.

Celeste pointed out that the question of whether the Peace Corps is actually engaged in cultural exchange or development is not the point. "What matters is that the greater the excitement of building personal relationships and bridging the gap between cultures," he said.

The director is looking forward to a day when the Peace Corps will entail more than the United States sending volunteers to host countries. Celeste hopes that the third world nations will send their own volunteers to the future to continue global cooperation and understanding.

In a question and answer session after his address, Celeste stated that the Peace Corps does accept husband and wife teams, but that such arrangements make readjustment more difficult. "Couples with children cannot be accepted but we cannot prevent you from having them once you are here until late gutted.

Responding to a question concerning the amount of control volunteers have over their placement, Celeste stated that volunteers have a fair amount of control, but flexibility greatly reduces the chances of placement in a particular country. "There are more volunteers than we can place, yet, more jobs that we can fill," he said.

Host countries are very explicit in terms of the skills and abilities required for their respective development projects. Celeste added.

"There are more volunteers than we can place, yet, more jobs that we can fill," he said.

Finally, Celeste also announced plans to establish a network of return volunteers in order to alleviate the pressures of readjustment. "We are building competency in viable skills which will build an international cadre of leaders," he said.

"There are more volunteers than we can place, yet, more jobs that we can fill," he added.

"We cannot prevent you from having them once you are here until late gutted.

ROCCO

men's and women's hairstyling

at comfortable prices

531 N. Michigan
233-4957

YOUR FAVORITE, OUR SPECIALTY

NO WAX, NO SHAVE

2885 U.S. 31 North

See ad at bottom prices. Reservations accepted.

- * * *

South Bend, 272-4034

BOARS HEAD

OUR FAVORITE STEAK: BONELESS TOP Sirloin, sirloin tip, top sirloin or tri-tip sirloin steak. Complete meal features a vegetable bread and your choice of long grain and wild rice, baked potato, or French fries. Join us at any day on Sunday and during regular dinner hours. Take-Outs: Phone reservations preferred at 531-4957....
Saturday mornings

Logan Center workers care, give

by Mary Fran Callahan
Senior Staff Reporter

Every Saturday morning, some time around 9 a.m., a group of volunteers begins to get things ready for the day. They arrive at the Logan Center, a facility operated for the retarded, to perform their duties. The volunteers work alongside the Logan Center staff, providing care and support to the individuals who are members of the program.

Logan Center is a place where people come to receive assistance. Some are able to live independently, while others require more intensive care. The goal of the program is to help individuals with intellectual disabilities reach their full potential.

The volunteers play an important role in the program. They are responsible for assisting with daily activities, such as feeding, dressing, and bathing. They also help with more challenging tasks, such as feeding the residents who are unable to feed themselves.

The volunteers are also responsible for providing emotional support to the residents. They listen to their concerns and offer encouragement. Some volunteers have become close friends with the residents, and they enjoy spending time with them.

The Logan Center is a place where people come to learn and grow. The residents are encouraged to participate in educational and recreational activities, and the volunteers help to facilitate these opportunities.

In addition to the volunteers, the Logan Center staff is dedicated to providing the best possible care to the residents. The staff members work closely with the volunteers to ensure that everyone's needs are met.

Logan Center is located in ND. It serves individuals with intellectual disabilities, and it is a place where they can receive the care and support they need to live as independently as possible.

The volunteers at Logan Center are an essential part of the program. They help to make the residents feel safe and valued, and they provide a vital service to the community. Their work is vital to the success of the program, and it is greatly appreciated by everyone who is involved.
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Did he mean Reagan can't win? "That's right," Ford repeated. "The system would not be in a close race, but he proposes an election." A recent Ford poll indicated Bush would win by 60 percent to 40 percent. The former president's implication that Ford would not put himself forward caused Carter to say, in New Hampshire, "I will not help in that race." In Massachusetts, however, there had been independent petitions filed. A high-ranking government official last Tuesday indicated that President Carter had been undecided, and government soldiers are carrying the burden of Nixon's departure. The government is believed to be concerned with the government soldiers as two or three rectors went on the sandbagging, and the number of the M-19 guerrilla movement is estimated at 2,000. The guerrillas are believed armed with grenades, rifles, and machine guns. The soldiers are carrying M-14 rifles of World War II era and tear gas launchers. The government identified its colleagues as two deputy foreign ministers, referred to one chairman and one deputy chairman. The guerrillas were represented by a woman member of the M-19 guerrilla movement and Mexican ambassador Ricardo Galan, one of the diplomats being held.
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Rochefor sees CLC's approval

Earn the credentials that count as a Lawyer's assistant
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Roosevelt University

121 S. Michigan Ave.
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Day Programs
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[continued from page 1]

The government faces a must-win situation in Massachusetts.

By Kelli Flint

Senior Staff Reporter

[continued from page 1]

of a manifesto and safe conduct.

Tempo reported yesterday that out of the country.

The government was prepared to grant political asylum to the jailed comrades, $50 million in government was prepared to pay for the release of Nicanor and government soldiers stationed around the corner from the cable-sidew leading to the embassy building.

The guerrillas are believed armed with grenades, rifles, and machine guns. The soldiers are carrying M-14 rifles of World War II era and tear gas launchers. The government identified its colleagues as two deputy foreign ministers, referred to one chairman and one deputy chairman. The guerrillas were represented by a woman member of the M-19 guerrilla movement and Mexican ambassador Ricardo Galan, one of the diplomats being held.

There was overall dissatisfaction in the administration for the decision to delay the hockey scholarships until May 2. The court's refusal to sign the letters of intent from other university hockey teams must be signed by mid-April.

One spectator added that the delayed decision puts added pressure on the team. They go out and win games, not knowing whether they will be able to play next year."
The plight of the freshmen

Bob Bernoskie

As it is
The Farce of Foreign Policy

Christopher Stewart

“A problem avoided turns into a crisis, and crisis not mastered cannot go on a long journey.” —Henry Kissinger

The increasing instability in the world—political, economic and social—has changed the thinking person that the age we live in is not a time to be argued and debated. Indeed the United States, as one of the world’s superpowers, has a cause for much of that turbulence, insofar as it has supported and vested multinational business operations, even in countries of high demand, urgent needs of Third World peoples.

A Knighton’s maxim would have it (being itself the archetypal American dream of Amity) America is considered a model of the world order with the potential breakdown of Western civilization as we now know it in a daze of terror in Iran, Afghanistan, Cambodia, and Pakistan, among numerous others that it supports and enriches. Example #1: Iran. Last fall, I was outraged as anyone at the untold human tragedy of the so-called “radical revolutionaries” attempting to disrupt the seemingly U.S.-endorsed government of Iran in an article entitled, “The Stakes of Iran”. A week ago, however, I felt assisted at that time to espouse the very same people who had forced me to seek political change in the United States. It seems that I have gained a deeper understanding of the Iranian crisis. Subsequently, I have become more aware of the Government’s treacherous machinations in the internal affairs of the country, which we are now engaging in a similar pursuit of those disciplines which will elicit the healthy growth of one of its chief allies.

I am aware that the pressures of the working world can often lead to an overemphasized influence on the student-oriented-orient of American education. The political pressure of the university environment is to bring one’s self to birth, the future financial success and fears of its elusiveness is one of the prime reasons. The very fact that each college program urges students at the close of freshman year to “decide now” upon a field of study not only indicates the dominant campus mentality, but also points to a system so important that it can provide the necessary academic freedom for the self-enrichment of its students. Indeed, Raymond may not be able to remove the pressures for undecided freshmen in Tuesday evening’s debate—but I am certain that for those in this much of the term will be eased. Dean Raymond may not have changed the freshman year but a year later, a year in which calls for courage and honesty are more necessary. Contact the teachers, advisors, career counselors, before coming into contact with anyone—search your own instincts for truth telling honesty. It is the best prayer going. It is the best prayer going.

Mark Rusk
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Tunnel vision at Notre Dame?

**Dear Editor,**

I am writing in response to John Lydon's letter of Feb. 22. ND students suffer from tunnel vision. As a member of the accused group, I feel compelled to voice what I truly believe should be heard.

I really don't understand how someone could believe that the life of students at N.D. is limited to what goes on under the tunnel vision. Students are involved in a wide variety of activities that go way beyond the tunnel vision. For instance, the students that participate in the pre-Grams for the benefit of the poor, Madonna J. Christensen, are considered N.D. students. Therefore, it seems to me that tunnel vision is not the only effect left to us.

Fr. Hesburgh, I believe, is smiling. He has been quoted as saying, "This is an issue of priorities. I will only infer that it is the life of sports, because I am an scholar, and I do not believe that the life of sports is not important."

However, as a member of the student body, I am of the opinion that the life of sports is not the only life of sports. The life of sports is not the only life of sports. Students are involved in a wide variety of activities that go way beyond the tunnel vision. For instance, the students that participate in pre-Grams for the benefit of the poor, Madonna J. Christensen, are considered N.D. students. Therefore, it seems to me that tunnel vision is not the only effect left to us.

Fr. Hesburgh, I believe, is smiling. He has been quoted as saying, "This is an issue of priorities. I will only infer that it is the life of sports, because I am an scholar, and I do not believe that the life of sports is not important."

However, as a member of the student body, I am of the opinion that the life of sports is not the only life of sports. The life of sports is not the only life of sports. Students are involved in a wide variety of activities that go way beyond the tunnel vision. For instance, the students that participate in pre-Grams for the benefit of the poor, Madonna J. Christensen, are considered N.D. students. Therefore, it seems to me that tunnel vision is not the only effect left to us.

**Sports Fan Comments**

Dear Editor,

As one who is an avid follower of Notre Dame, not only of sports but more importantly of the excellence the University stands for and hopefully of all the students, I would like to make a few comments on the "seeming" controversy over the lack of scholarships for minor sports.

First, some of the rather "personal" attacks that have been made at Father Joyce are not only unfair, but totally irresponsible. Anyone who has been familiar with his record at the University knows the welfare of the student is always his major priority.

Second, a lot of the concern seems to stem from the fact that it should be. But at the same time it appears that the more real enough attention has been given to directives of HEW and Title IX, the better the University seems to be publicized can make a total mess of the out of the most sensitive of things.

My concern is for the University and what is best for the majority of the student body, and I am afraid that some with
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**Shuttle unreliable**

**Dear Editor,**

I am writing about the shuttle service between Saint Mary's and Notre Dame. Recently I was enrolled in a course at Saint Mary's, but I was forced to drop it because I could not get to class on time.

It is misleading the shuttle was very frustrating for me. I found that one day would be a few minutes late for class, and the next day I would be twenty minutes late. It was no consolation in the departures from the Library Circle and the arrivals at Saint Mary's. The reason for lack of consistency was that the shuttle drivers made longer stops than others. One driver would stop for two minutes at the circle, while another would stop for five minutes. They have failed because they did not follow the schedule strictly. They have failed because they did not follow the schedule strictly.

Today, our economy is dominated by unions who annually obtain wage increases and corporate that annually obtain price increases. These unions and corporations are immune to market forces. Regrettably in this situation, Kennedy has called for wage freezes, the
Teeth 'N' Smiles
Gin and Bear It

A few years ago the rock musical HAIR proclaimed that with "the dawning of the Age of Aquarius" would come peace, love, and harmony. But playwright David Hare has never been daunted by this naive optimism. So he wrote TEETH 'N' SMILES to paint a stomach-wrenching picture of the "peace and love" dream gone bad—that the world of rock music is a nightmarish den of decadent despair. His approach isn't necessarily more honest, it just makes you sicker.

With brave souls, then, the ND-SMC Theatre is presenting TEETH 'N' SMILES as its third offering of the season. Ted Patterson did not overdo it. Rather, he allows the audience to see Maggie in the full-blown horror of trapped in their own self-created hell. Patterson did not overdo it. Rather, he allows the audience to see Maggie in the full-blown horror of her undoing.' But is that true for all characters? The direction does indeed succeed in creating the period for the audience. The second act drags and the play would have been if almost an hour's material-whew! The crazed Maggie "flails about in its preachiness before it. The second act drags and the play would have been if almost an hour's material—-whew! The crazed Maggie "flails about in its preachiness before it. The second act drags and the play would have been if almost an hour's material—-whew! The crazed Maggie "flails about in its preachiness before it. The second act drags and the play would have been if almost an hour's material—-whew! The crazed Maggie "flails about in its preachiness before it. The second act drags and the play would have been if almost an hour's material—-whew! The crazed Maggie "flails about in its preachiness before it. The second act drags and the play would have been if almost an hour's material—-whew! The crazed Maggie "flails about in its preachiness before it. The second act drags and the play would have been if almost an hour's material—-whew! The crazed Maggie "flails about in its preachiness before it. The second act drags and the play would have been if almost an hour's material—"
Future scientists?

(continued from page 1)

According to WHO, the Nestle Corporation has not met any of the boycotter's demands. They have not issued any media advertising, they have not discontinued their direct consumer promotion of the products.

A recent Nestle's newsletter stated that it wholeheartedly supported the final statement presented to them by WHO. "Our operations are and will be from now on totally consistent with those recommendations."

(continued from page 12)

It was a heartbreaking defeat for returning runnerup Tom Aquilino as Steve Ren won on a disqualification. McCabe, a low student, was in top form for this year's bouts, and accurately landed a blow below Ren's belt line. The match was ruled a disqualification according to amateur boxing rules. In one of the best fights of the day, boxer player John Cox left the arena to display his wares on the boxing mat of the Stepan Center. Over 100 aspiring grade school students participated. [Photos by RJD]

...Bengals

...Boycott sponsors

(continued from page 1)

said David Guerriart, chairman and president of the Nestle Company Inc., White Plains, N.Y. "Nestle intends to move forward in every possible way to continue to play a constructive role in the battle against infant malnutrition in the world," Guerriart added.

That Nestle might "move forward in every possible way" is exactly what WHO fears. Dr. Halfdan Mahler, stated, Nestle is using their distorted interpretations of the recommendations to justify precisely the activities that the meeting sought to ban. Dr. Mahler cites the following as examples of such "distorted interpretations:"

WHO recommends: "There should be no sales promotion including promotional advertising to the public of products to be used as breast-milk substitutes or bottled feeding bottles."

Nestle interprets: "Advertising of an educational nature, which is regarded as beneficial by the state, is allowed. This would include educational and informative posters."

WHO recommends: "Advertising or promotional distribution of free samples of breast-milk substitute through health service channels should not be allowed. Artificial feeding should not be openly demonstrated in health facilities."

Nestle interprets: "Furthermore, we would agree to a more selective delivery of samples to the clinics and hope that WHO and UNICEF would instigate precise set rules about this within international code."

WHO recommends: "No personnel paid by companies producing or selling breast-milk substitute should be allowed to work in the health care system in order to avoid the risk of conflict of interest."

Nestle interprets: "Each individual state must decide if it wants to call on people who are employed by the baby food industry, to help impart information which will benefit mothers. To prohibit such individuals from working is unjust because the state does not have at its disposal the necessary personnel."

Buy Observer Classifieds

REAGAN "Make America Great Again"

winner of the New Hampshire and Arkansas Primaries and the Party's choice

in the Alaska and Minnesota Straw Polls

REAGAN in 80!!!

Under Milk Wood

Monday March 3
Washington Hall

7pm
Molarity

La Fortune during lunch from TUES.

Tickets: On sale in Bar during hours S ii

Complimentary bottle of champagne

FREE cheese & crackers in the PUB

130 couples

SENIOR BAR SEMI-FORMAL

Time: WED. March 5th

Place: SENIOR BAR

Limitation: 150 couples

Price: $5.00 per couple

Featuring: 1/2 price drinks

FREE cheese & crackers in the PUB

Complimentary bottle of champagne

Tickets: On sale in Bar during hours 6 & in La Fortune during lunch from TUES. 26th til lunch WED. March 5th.

The Irish were then forced to play the first 5:59 of the extra period one man short. The Gophers did not waste the power play opportunity as Aaron Brown, freshman bro­ ther of Olympian Neal, scored his second goal of the evening just 37 seconds into the over­ time. The turning point of the second game came with 11:34 remaining in the third period. With the Irish leading 6-4, Sophomore center Dave Poulin was tripped by a Gopher player and went crashing to the ice. He was forced to leave for the remainder of the game with what was diagnosed as a Char­ lie-Horse in his left thigh.

"Poulin is a key member of our team. When we lose him, it hurts as a great deal," were the sentiments of Smith after he add on to his scoring record sending the game into over­ time.
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Saturday was a different night, and it appeared for a while that the capacity crowd of 4,287 would experience a different outcome. But Min­ nesota came from two goals down in the final minutes of play to force the game into overtime.

With 0:1 remaining in regulat­ ion, Senior Captain Greg Mer­ tin, and Notre Dame's top line of Olympian Neal, scored his second goal of the evening with 45:19 remaining in the third period. With the Irish leading 6-4, Sophomore center Dave Poulin was tripped by a Gopher player and went crashing to the ice. He was forced to leave for the remainder of the game with what was diagnosed as a Char­ lie-Horse in his left thigh.

"Poulin is a key member of our team. When we lose him, it hurts as a great deal," were the sentiments of Smith after he add on to his scoring record sending the game into over­ time.

RUSH ITEMS: Next week­ end's games against Michigan, are in effect, one big game. The winner of the series is determined by the number of goals scored by each team. The team with the most goal advances while the other team faces the regular season.

The Irish will not return to the ACC for a game unless there are several major upsets in the playoffs. Notre Dame finishes the regular season with a 13-3-2 WCHA mark and 17-17-1 overall.
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Basketball

NCAA BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT PAIRINGS

Listed below are the second round pairings for the NCAA Basketball Tournament.

Midwest Regional

Auburn (1)-Western Kentucky (11), (0) LaSalle (10), Indiana (2) vs. winner of

D'Jae (1) vs. winner of UCLA (8)-Old
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Irons avoid upset, down Dayton

by Mark Perry
Sports Editor

DAYTON, Ohio—All the ingredients were there for Dayton to knock off Notre Dame in the 50th Annual Bengal Bout annals. Ricci Shockley refused to overlook the pressure when they set up for the last shot. But Pohlman missed a 15-footer, and Dave Poulin was credited with six seconds left and had a big left in the game, 21, left in the game, 21.

ND to Midwest

The NCAA's basketball tournament selection committee's new formula has seeded Notre Dame third in the Midwest Regional. The Irish did a first round bye and play the winner of Thursday, Missouri-San Jose State game in the round contest on Saturday at Lincoln, Nebraska. The Irish were third game, they would advance to the regional semifinals in Houston, Texas, against the winner of top-seeded Arizona State's second round game.

Women cagers take state crown

by Craig Chval
Sports Writer

Notre Dame lost its chance of gaining home ice for the upcoming WCHA playoffs. The Irish could convert on just one of their opportunities.